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Abstract. The Neutrosophic Sets (NS) mathematical model is a sophisticated paradigm that effectively ad-

dresses uncertainty. This article provides four different methods for the extraction of visual features. The

proposal has been investigated with regard to both neutrosophic sets and single-valued NS. The article pri-

marily examines two distinct features: binary and self-intensity approaches. Following that, an attempt was

made to classify the images using machine learning techniques. The main objective of this article was exclu-

sively on supervised classification algorithms. The classification of images was performed by using Decision

Tree (DT ), Random Forest (RF ), K Nearest Neighbour (KNN),Naive Bayes (NB), and Logistic Regres-

sion (LR) algorithms. Since we have an interest in biometric images, the fingerprint image dataset was chosen

for classification. The methods proposed in that research are known to as Membership Based Neutrosophic Bi-

nary Image (MBNIB), Membership Based Neutrosophic Self Intensity Image (MBNISI), Membership Based

Single Valued Neutrosophic Binary Image (MBSV NIB), and Membership Based Single Valued Neutrosophic

Self Intensity Image (MBSV NISI). The proposal possesses a range of improvement accuracy ranging from 5%

to 58%.

Keywords: Machine learning; decision tree; random forest; KNN ; Naive Bayes; logistic regression; neutro-

sophic image; fingerprint image

—————————————————————————————————————————-

1. Introduction

Zadeh introduced the concept of the fuzzy set as a technique of addressing factors character-

ized by uncertainty. The fuzzy set employs a membership function that assigns a membership

value ranging from 0 to 1 to each component of the set. Atanssov is recognized with the devel-

opment of the intuitionistic fuzzy set, a mathematical system that assigns both membership

and non-membership functions to each element in an existing state. Consequently, it is possible
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to characterize it in a more precise and definitive way compared to a vague set. Neverthe-

less, the system’s capacity is limited to processing incomplete and uncertain data, rendering it

incapable of effectively managing the conflicting data that commonly arises in real-world sce-

narios. The NS, developed by Smarandache, introduces an innovative structure for addressing

uncertainty by assigning memberships to truth, indeterminacy, and falsity. This pioneering in-

vention represents a significant advancement in the field. In contrast to the intuitionistic fuzzy

set, it possesses a greater capacity to effectively represent indeterminate or uncertain data.

The NS has received significant attention from scholars, and its applications have been incor-

porated in several domains such as aggregation operators, decision-making, image processing,

information measures, graph theory, and algebraic structures. In view of this expansion, we

present a comprehensive overview of NS in order to offer a comprehensive understanding of

the various concepts, methodologies, and developments related to their extensions. Based on

the research findings, it has been observed that several developing countries, like India, China,

and Turkey, are actively engaged in the exploration and study of NS. The NS has garnered

significant attention from scholars due to its ability to encompass a wide range of descriptive

cases. The fuzzy appearance of the neutrosophic scope is more effectively managed by this

novel set. Considering the fact that study pertaining to the subject of neutrosophic has been

continuing for a span of two decades and is currently garnering the attention of researchers,

it is imperative that we adopt a comprehensive perspective in order to identify any prevailing

patterns of thought or scientific advancements within the realm of neutrosophic research. In

the context of this article, it is important to note that the fundamental definitions of NS,

single valued NS and image features [1–3] are regarded as introductory.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Some remarkable related works are

indicated in section 2. Then in the section 3 we discussed the some preliminaries and pro-

posed methods. The section 4 explains the implementation of proposed methods in fingerprint

datasets. Finally the section 5 concludes the research findings and feature scope of the pro-

posed methods.

List of Symbols and Abbreviations

NS: Neutrosophic Sets

DT : Decision Tree

RF : Random Forest

KNN : K Nearest Neighbour

LR: Logistic Regression

NB: Naive Bayes

SVM : Support Vector Machine
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CNN : Convolutional Neural Network

MBNIB: Membership Based Neutrosophic Binary Image

MBNISI : Membership Based Neutrosophic Self Intensity Image

MBSV NIB: Membership Based Single Valued Neutrosophic Binary Image

MBSV NISI : Membership Based Single Valued Neutrosophic Self Intensity Image

L: Maximum pixel range 28

Pk0: Image padding

gµ: Mean function

gσ: Standard deviation function

gλ: Maximum function

Z+: Positive integer

ΘA: Parameter function

ξA: Cardinal of ΘA

2. Related works

The study proposed by the Abdel et al. [4] categorizes 52% of the risks related to real-

world data oil, gas, and coal analysis as high risks, 36% as medium risks, and 12% as usual

risks throughout every aspect. The paper exhibits the significant efficacy of the neutrosophic

technique in the realm of energy analysis. The utilization of neutrosophic statistical con-

cepts is used by Afzal et al. [5] within the domain of LCR meters. The paper provides an

in-depth analysis of the correlation between resistance and capacitance through the utilization

of NS at particular intervals. The article presents a notable outcome of 30.18 + 40.92IN ,

where IN is within the range of [0, 0.26]. Sampling provides the fundamental component

of the quick-switching system. Uma et al. [6] utilized a NS-based Poisson distribution and

performed a comparative analysis with a fuzzy Poisson distribution using operational charac-

teristic curves. The probability assigned by the suggested model to a set of 1200 samples is

0.45. The automated technique of identifying individuals by evaluating their behavioral and

biological characteristics is referred to as biometric recognition. Recognition and verification

are two biometric processes utilized to determine an individual’s distinct characteristics. A

finger knuckle print feature extraction approach, an entropy-based pattern histogram, and a

collection of statistical texture features, according to Heidari et al. [7], could be applied to

determine how unique a person is. When these approaches were applied to the Poly-U fin-

ger knuckle print and finger knuckle print datasets, there was a significant improvement in

performance, with increases of 94.91% and 98.5%, respectively. Mohammed et al. [8] applied

a watermark recognition technique in their research to secure the confidentiality of patient’s

healthcare information by implementing a biometric system. To protect the integrity and

confidentiality of this data, a cryptographic model has been constructed. Fingerprints, as
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a biometric characteristic, provide a high degree of specificity for the purpose of biometric

identification. Tlhoolebe et al. [9] discovered a 93% classification accuracy rate for machine

learning classifiers used to a private dataset of 20 persons ranging in age from 18 to 38 years

in their study. The classification challenge demands the use of the KNN , Support Vector

Machine (SVM), Kstar, and NB [10] algorithms. A dataset of 400 trials was used to evaluate

the suggested approach. The acquired statistics show a 37% false rejection rate and a 27%

false acceptance rate. The results shown are quite promising and point to the efficacy of the

proposed approach. The findings suggest that the method’s efficacy could be improved by

combining it with another biometric. Gender classification is one of the fields of biometric

authentication. FaceNet feature extraction algorithm was developed by Adhinata et al. [11].

For analyzing the IMDB dataset, the researchers used the KNN , SVM , and DT [12] algo-

rithms. Their research revealed that the KNN method had the highest level of accuracy, with

a 95.75% accuracy rate. A database containing a large number of 3408 fingerprint images.

Kruti et al. [13] used an SVM classifier on a private dataset to achieve an elevated level of

accuracy, reaching 97% in their study. Nguyen et al. [14] attempted to reduce the number of

comparisons in automatic fingerprint recognition systems while dealing with large databases

in their study. The researchers used a variety of techniques to accomplish this, including

RF [15], SVM , Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and KNN . The FVC 2000, 2002,

and 2004 datasets were used to test these techniques. The algorithms were evaluated by ana-

lyzing precision, recall, accuracy, and receiver operating characteristic analysis. The results of

the research showed the RF algorithm had the highest level of accuracy among the examined

algorithms. The value expressed is 96.75%. The SVM method outperforms the competition,

with an accuracy rate of 95.5% on two-thirds of the databases. It is proposed that supervised

classification approaches such as DT , linear discriminant analysis, medium Gaussian SVM ,

KNN , and bagged tree ensemble classifiers should be employed to improve the efficiency of

fingerprint identification systems.

The authors, Noor et al. [16], applied a methodology that included image enhancement, bina-

rization, and preprocessing techniques in fingerprint analysis. They utilized medium Gaussian

SVM classifiers to achieve an impressive accuracy rate of 98.90%. Kumar et al. [17] presented

the gravitational search decision forest technique for fingerprint recognition in their research.

The suggested approach combines the gravitational search algorithm and the RF method.

To discover a suitable solution, the DT method was used to evaluate multiple hypotheses.

The method was tested using the NIST SD27 and FVC2004 datasets. The proposal had a

92.56% average recognition rate for the NIST SD27 dataset and a 96.56% recognition rate

for the FVC2004 dataset. Table 1 focuses on some of the work achieved so far to recognize

fingerprints or classify fingerprints.
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Table 1. Related work

Authour(s) Method Dataset Score (%)

Labati et al. [18] CNN DB Latent database 89.6

CNN+ KNN 46.4

CNN+NB 52.1

CNN+SVM 49.2

Kumar et al. [17] RF NIST SD27 92.56

FVC2004 96.56

Tlhoolebe et al. [9] KNN , SVM Private data 93

Jang et al. [19] DeepPore High-Resolution-Fingerprint database 93.09

Nguyen et al. [14] SVM FVC2000, FVC2002, FVC2004 95.5

Adhinata et al. [11] KNN IMDB dataset 95.75

Heidari et al. [7] Entropy-based pattern Poly-U finger knuckle print 98.5

Jeon et al. [20] VGGNet FVC2000, FVC2002, FVC2004 82.1

GNet 94.2

VGGNet + Ensemble 98.3

Saeed et al. [21] DeepFKTNet Model FingerPass, FVC2004 98.89

Nahar et al. [22] Self-Regulating CNN FVC2004 99.1

Walhazi et al. [23] Multi-Classifier System NIST SD27, NIST SD301, FVC2002 100

3. Methods

3.1. Preliminaries

Definition 3.1. Let f(x, y) = I(i, j)m×n ∈ R2 be an image, then the zero padding for

neutrosophic image Pk0 is defined with respect to h as follows: [24]

Pk0(g(x, y)) =



f(x, y) if x+ h, y + h ≤ maxm,maxn or

x− h, y − h < minm,minn

0 if x− h, y − h ≥ minm,minn or

x+ h, y + h > maxm,maxn

(1)

where k = 2N+ 1, 3 ≤ k ≤ min(m,n) and h = k mod (2).

Definition 3.2. Let f(x, y) = I(i, j)m×n be an image then the set of arithmetic mean µ values

for h of the image is defined as [24]

gµ(x, y) = {f1µ1, f2µ2, ...fcµc} (2)

fcµc =
1

h2

i+∆i∑
k=i−∆i

j+∆i∑
l=j−∆i

fc(k, l) (3)
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where c = {1, 2, ...min(m,n)} and ∆i,∆j = {1, 2, .. ≤ h}

Definition 3.3. Let f(x, y) = I(i, j)m×n be an image then the set of standard deviation σ

values for h of the image is defined as [24]

gσ(x, y) = {f1σ1, f2σ2, ...fcσc} (4)

fcσc =

√√√√ 1

h2

i+∆i∑
k=i−∆i

j+∆j∑
l=j−∆j

(fc(k, l)− fcµc)
2

where c = {1, 2, ...min(m,n)} and ∆i,∆j = {1, 2, .. ≤ h}

Definition 3.4. Let f(x, y) = I(i, j)m×n be an image then the set of maximum λ values for

h of the image is defined as

gλ(x, y) = {f1λ1, f2λ2, ...fcλc} (5)

fcλc = max(fc(i±∆i, j ±∆j))

where c = {1, 2, ...min(m,n)} and ∆i,∆j = {1, 2, .. ≤ h}

3.2. Proposed Method

The proposed method involves the utilization of a hypotheses function H(NA) to determine

the values of the neutrosophic membership components. The hypothesis function for the

neutrosophic components may vary depending on the approach chosen.

Definition 3.5 (MBNIB). Let A = I(i, j)m×n be an image then the neutrosophic compo-

nents of A is defined as NA = {TA(i, j), IA(i, j), FA(i, j)}. The Membership Based Neutro-

sophic Binary Image (MBNIB) is formulated as follows:

NIB(A) = f(A,Pk0 , NA, H(NA))

where f(A) = I(i, j)m×n

f(Pk0) = Pk0(A(i, j))

f(NA) = {f(Pk0(TA)), f(Pk0(IA)), f(Pk0(FA))}

f(H(NA)) = {H1(NA), H2(NA), H3(NA), H4(NA)}

H(NA) refers the four types of hypothesis for the neutrosophic membership functions f(NA)

H1(NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(TA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(IA(i,j))), f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))]

H2(NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(IA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(TA(i,j))), f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))] and

d1(IA) > d2(IA) where

d1(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(TA(i,j)))

d2(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))
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H3(NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(IA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(TA(i,j))), f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))] and

d1(IA) < d2(IA) where

d1(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(TA(i,j)))

d2(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))

H4(NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(FA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(TA(i,j))), f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))]

NIB(A) =

L − 1 if H1(NA(i,j)) or H2(NA(i,j))

0 if H3(NA(i,j)) or H4(NA(i,j))
(6)

Definition 3.6 (MBNISI). Let A = I(i, j)m×n be an image then the neutrosophic compo-

nents of A is defined as NA = {TA(i, j), IA(i, j), FA(i, j)}. The Membership Based Neutro-

sophic Self Intensity Image (MBNISI) is formulated as follows

NISI(A) = f(A,Pk0 , NA, H(NA), ξ(NA))

where f(A) = I(i, j)m×n

f(Pk0) = Pk0(A(i, j))

f(NA) = {f(Pk0(TA)), f(Pk0(IA)), f(Pk0(FA))}

f(H(NA)) = {H1(NA), H2(NA), H3(NA), H4(NA)}

f(ξ(NA)) = {fµ(A), fσ(A), fλ(A)}

H(NA) refers the four types of hypothesis for the neutrosophic membership functions f(NA)

H1(NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(TA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(IA(i,j))), f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))]

H2(NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(IA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(TA(i,j))), f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))] and

d1(IA) > d2(IA) where

d1(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(TA(i,j)))

d2(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))

H3(NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(IA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(TA(i,j))), f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))] and

d1(IA) < d2(IA) where

d1(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(TA(i,j)))

d2(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))

H4(NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(FA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(TA(i,j))), f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))]

NISI(A) =



f(A(i, j)) if H1(NA(i,j))

fµ(A(i, j)) if H2(NA(i,j))

| fµ(A(i, j))− fσ(A(i, j)) |∈ Z+ if H3(NA(i,j))

0 if H4(NA(i,j)) or otherwise

(7)

Definition 3.7 (MBSV NIB). Let A = I(i, j)m×n be an image then the neutrosophic compo-

nents of A is defined as SV NA = {TA(i, j), IA(i, j), FA(i, j)}. The Membership Based Single
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Valued Neutrosophic Binary Image (MBSV NIB) is formulated as follows

SVNIB(A) = f(A,Pk0 , SV NA, H(SV NA))

where f(A) = I(i, j)m×n

f(Pk0) = Pk0(A(i, j))

f(SV NA) = {f(Pk0(TA)), f(Pk0(IA)), f(Pk0(FA))}

f(H(SV NA)) = {H1(SV NA), H2(SV NA), H3(SV NA), H4(SV NA)}

H(SV NA) refers the four types of hypothesis for the neutrosophic membership functions

f(SV NA)

H1(SV NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(TA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(IA(i,j))), f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))]

H2(SV NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(IA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(TA(i,j))), f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))] and

d1(IA) > d2(IA) where

d1(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(TA(i,j)))

d2(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))

H3(SV NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(IA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(TA(i,j))), f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))] and

d1(IA) < d2(IA) where

d1(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(TA(i,j)))

d2(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))

H4(SV NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(FA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(TA(i,j))), f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))]

SVNIB(A) =

L − 1 if H1(SV NA(i,j)) or H2(SV NA(i,j))

0 if H3(SV NA(i,j)) or H4(SV NA(i,j))
(8)

Definition 3.8 (MBSV NISI). Let A = I(i, j)m×n be an image then the neutrosophic com-

ponents of A is defined as SV NA = {TA(i, j), IA(i, j), FA(i, j)}. The Membership Based Single

Valued Neutrosophic Self Intensity Image (MBSV NISI) is formulated as follows

SVNISI(A) = f(A,Pk0 , SV NA, H(SV NA), ξ(SV NA))

where f(A) = I(i, j)m×n

f(Pk0) = Pk0(A(i, j))

f(SV NA) = {f(Pk0(TA)), f(Pk0(IA)), f(Pk0(FA))}

f(H(SV NA)) = {H1(SV NA), H2(SV NA), H3(SV NA), H4(SV NA)}

f(ξ(SV NA)) = {fµ(A), fσ(A), fλ(A)}

H(SV NA) refers the four types of hypothesis for the neutrosophic membership functions

f(SV NA)

H1(SV NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(TA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(IA(i,j))), f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))]
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H2(SV NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(IA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(TA(i,j))), f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))] and

d1(IA) > d2(IA) where

d1(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(TA(i,j)))

d2(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))

H3(SV NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(IA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(TA(i,j))), f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))] and

d1(IA) < d2(IA) where

d1(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(TA(i,j)))

d2(IA) = f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))− f(Pk0(FA(i,j)))

H4(SV NA(i,j)): f(Pk0(FA(i,j))) > max[f(Pk0(TA(i,j))), f(Pk0(IA(i,j)))]

SVNISI(A) =



f(A(i, j)) if H1(SV NA(i,j))

fµ(A(i, j)) if H2(SV NA(i,j))

| fµ(A(i, j))− fσ(A(i, j)) |∈ Z+ if H3(SV NA(i,j))

0 if H4(SV NA(i,j)) or otherwise

(9)

Figure 1. Fingerprint image visualization of proposed methods

From the Figure 1 proposal can visualize the patterns of proposed methods fingerprint

image.

3.3. Auto Hyper parameterization

Definition 3.9. Consider NIA be a neutrosophic binary image of the image A then the

Bernoulli distribution values for h convolution is calculated as follows:

Let B(i, j, h)c = {NIA(i±∆i,j±∆j)1 , NIA(i±∆i,j±∆j)2 , · · ·NIA(i±∆i,j±∆j)c} the quantity of

successive events L − 1 for h and their probability µ̄ are

B(NIA, eν1 , µ̄ν
1) =

(
c

eν1

)
(µ̄ν

1)
eν1 (1− µ̄ν

1)
c−eν1 (10)

where eν1 = eν1(B(i, j, h)c) = {nL−1(e1), nL−1(e2), · · ·nL−1(eν)}

µ̄ν
1 = µ̄ν

1(B(i, j, h)c) = µ̄(B(i, j, h)ν1)
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Definition 3.10. Consider NIA be a neutrosophic self intensity image of the image A then

the Gaussion distribution values for h convolution is calculated as follows:

Let B(i, j, h)c = {NIA(i±∆i,j±∆j)1 , NIA(i±∆i,j±∆j)2 , · · ·NIA(i±∆i,j±∆j)c} then the mean µ̄ and

standard deviation σ̄ values for h

G(NIA, µ̄cν1
, σ̄cν1 ) =

1

σ̄cν1
√
2π

e
− 1

2

(
NIA(i,j)−µ̄cν1

σ̄cν1

)2

(11)

µ̄cν1
= µ̄(B(i, j, h)cν1 )

σ̄cν1 = σ̄(B(i, j, h)cν1 )

Definition 3.11. For the neutrosophic image NIA generalized parameters are formulated as

follows

ΘA = {θ1, θ2, ...θt} (12)

where θt =

B(NIA, eν1 , µ̄ν
1) if NIA is binary image

G(NIA, µ̄cν1
, σ̄cν1 ) if NIA is self intensity image

ξA = {ξ1, ξ2, ...ξt} (13)

where ξt = ¯̄θt

3.4. Parameter tuning

For instance analysis, article suggest default classification data, digits data from the Sklearn

dataset [25].

3.4.1. Decision tree classifier

DT possesses multiple properties that can be tweaked to improve performance. Maximum

depth, minimum sample split, minimum sample leaf, and minimum weighted fraction are

among these parameters. This proposal takes into account the first three criteria for classi-

fication. The attribute “maximum depth” is in charge of determining the tree’s maximum

depth. “Tree height” refers to the maximum length of a path from a tree’s root to any of its

leaves. The minimum split refers to the minimum number of values that must be present in

a node before attempting a split operation. To clarify, if a node has only two members and

the minimum split criterion is set to 5, the node will enter a terminal state, preventing any

further efforts to split it. The minimal sample split denotes the smallest number of entities

that can exist in a tree’s leaf node. The default value is one-third of the minimum split value
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Algorithm 1 Proposed method and hyperparameters tuning algorithm

Require: Input Image database, classification labels

for i in image do

MBNIB, MBNISI

MBSV NIB, MBSV NISI

if i is MBNIB or MBSV NIB then

B(NIA, eν1 , µ̄ν
1)← Equation 10

else if i is MBNISI or MBSV NISI then

G(NIA, µ̄cν1
, σ̄cν1 )← Equation 11

end if

parameters = {ΘA, ξA}
end for

if model = DT then ← Equation 14

for i = ξA do

hp(md)

for j= ξA do

hp(msl)

for k = ΘA do

hp(mss)

model.fit(parameters = i, j, k)

end for

end for

end for

end if

if model = RF then ← Equation 15

for i = ξA do

hp(mss)

for j = ξA do

hp(msl)

for k = ΘA do

hp(mw)

model.fit(parameters = i, j, k)

end for

end for

end for

end if
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if model = LR then ← Equation 16

for i = ΘA do

hp(tol)

model.fit(parameters = i)

end for

end if

if model = NB then ← Equation 17

for i = ΘA do

hp(nb)

for j =ΘA do

hp(bin)

model.fit(parameters = i, j)

end for

end for

end if

if model = KNN then ← Equation 18

for i = ΘA do

hp(nb)

for j = ΘA do

hp(ls)

for k = ΘA do

hp(p)

model.fit(parameters = i, j, k)

end for

end for

end for

end if

specified. The following is the formulation of attribute value selection:

DT = f(X,Y, hp) (14)

where f(hp) = {hp(md), hp(mss), hp(msl)}

hp(md) = ξA(2×
√

min(m,n))

hp(mss) = ⌊| logeΘA |⌋ = ⌊| loge θt |⌋

hp(msl) = ξA mod (2h)

The utilization of least cost-complexity pruning technique is aimed at mitigating the issue

of over fitting in decision tree classification. In the context of cost-complexity pruning, the

process is carried out recursively to identify the node that exhibits the lowest level of strength
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Figure 2. Procedure flow chart of the proposed model

or effectiveness. The implementation of an efficient α, which prioritizes the pruning of nodes

associated with the intuitive reader interface α, facilitates the identification of the most vulner-

able component. The determination of ideal α values in the pruning process involves assessing

the effectiveness of α and the corresponding total leaf impurity at each stage. As the value

of α increases, a greater portion of the tree will require pruning, resulting in an elevation of

the overall impurity of the leaves. The aforementioned equation yields α values of 2 and 4 for

the dataset. The association between leaf impurity and α effectiveness for each α value in the

training and testing data is shown in Figure 3.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Total Impurity vs effective α for training and testing data (a) α = 2

training data (b) α = 4 training data (c) α = 2 testing data (d) α = 4 testing

data

3.4.2. Random forest

The proposal addresses the RF algorithm’s three hyperparameters: minimum sample split,

minimum sample leaf, and minimum weight fraction leaf. DT previously covered the minimum

sample split and minimum sample leaf. This algorithm will also go through the smallest

weighted fraction attribute. This attribute represents the total of the weights required to be

at a leaf node. It is comparable to the minimal sample size but uses a fraction of the total

number of observations instead. However, the approach of RF attribute formulation varies
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from that of the DT . The RF algorithm’s attribute formulation is calculated below.

RF = f(X,Y, hp) (15)

where f(hp) = {hp(md), hp(mss), hp(msl)}

hp(mss) = ξA mod (
√

min(m,n)) > 0

hp(msl) = ξA mod (
√

min(m,n)) > 1

hp(mw) = − log2ΘA × 103

To test the relevance of features, evaluate the mean drop in accuracy of the forest when

the features are randomly permuted in out-of-bag samples. This measurement is also known

as permutation importance since it shows the former is experimentally biased towards unique

predictor variables. This bias stems from an unfair advantage granted by the standard impurity

functions to predictors with a large number of values in the case of a single DT . The mean loss

in accuracy is significantly biased in this case to exaggerate the impact of associated variables.

The comparison plot in Figure 4 revealed the mean decreased accuracy for the consideration

data for the traditional RF method and the novel RF method.

Figure 4. Comparison analysis of random forest feature importance

3.4.3. Logistic regression

We modify a parameter called tolerance in LR [26]. The size of a tolerance interval is

proportional to the size of the population data sample and the population variation. Depending

on the data distribution, there are two primary methods for computing tolerance intervals:

parametric and non parametric methods. Interval of metric tolerance: To describe coverage

and confidence, use knowledge of the population distribution, which is used to refer to a

Gaussian distribution. Non parametric tolerance interval: Estimate coverage and confidence

using rank statistics, which sometimes results in less precision due to a lack of knowledge about

the distribution. The comparison with the pixel relation is accomplished here by varying the
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(d) (e)

Figure 5. Logistic regression analysis (a) Classic method, (b)MBNIB-

method, (c) MBNISI -method, (d) MBSV NIB-method, (e) MBSV NISI -

method

accuracy of the pixel’s correlation coefficients. The relational analysis of the LR technique

and NS-based LR approaches is depicted in Figure 5.

LR = f(X,Y, hp) (16)

where f(hp) = {hp(tol)}

hp(tol) = (− log2ΘA)× 103

3.4.4. Naive Bayes

For data with multivariate Bernoulli distributions, Bernoulli NB applies the NB training

and classification algorithms. This indicates that several features may exist, but each appears

to be a binary-valued variable. The NB method has only two basic parameters: α and
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 6. Naive Bayes analysis (a) Classic method, (b)MBNIB-method, (c)

MBNISI -method, (d) MBSV NIB-method, (e) MBSV NISI -method

binarization values.

NB = f(X,Y, hp) (17)

where f(hp) = {hp(α), hp(bin)}

hp(α) = | (log10ΘA × 10−4)min(m,n) |

hp(bin) = − log2ΘA × 10−3

α is the Laplace smoothing technique used in NB to solve the problem of zero probability with

the prior probability and conditional probability. The estimator for a collection of observation

counts X = {x1, x2, ..xn} from a n-dimensional multinomial distribution with N trials is a

smoothed version of the counts as follows:

θi =
xi + α

N + αn
(i = 1, 2, ..n)

Using these attributes, the proposal extracts image properties such as class log priority and

feature log likelihood. Figure 6 demonstrates the performance of the analysis with the intensity

and the extracted features. Because the feature’s probability is more feasible than other ways,

the proposed binary method surpasses the classical and self-intensity methods.
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3.4.5. K nearest neighbor

KNN requires three factors into account: the number of neighborhoods, leaf size, and

power parameters. The number of neighbors refers to the number of elements that comprise

the classification in a single group. The preceding method, DT , explicitly addresses leaf size.

The Minkowski metric is referred to by the power parameter.

KNN = f(X,Y, hp) (18)

where f(hp) = {hp(nb), hp(ls), hp(p)}

hp(nb) = ξA mod (2
√

min(m,n))

hp(ls) = ξA mod (min(m,n))× 2
√

min(m,n)

hp(p) = ξA mod (
√
min(m,n))

Figure 7. K nearest neighbourhood error analysis

The expected error of neighbourhood component analysis can be expressed as

err = 1− 1

N

N∑
i,j=1

Pijyij
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where yij = 1 if yi = yj otherwise yij = 0. Figure 7 shows the error comparison analysis of

classic KNN method and proposed KNN methods for digit classification dataset. Figure 2

indicates the process manner of the proposal.

4. Results and Discussion

We use hardware that supports the 11th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-1135G7 @ 2.40GHz

2.42GHz with 16 GB RAM capacity for the analysis. We render the use of Python and

Sklearn packages for software [25] support. This article examines the Fingerprint Verification

Competition (FVC) databases from 2000 [27] , 2002 [28], and 2004 [29]. Our various databases

were collected in FVC2000 using the sensors Secure Desktop Scanner (300× 300), TouchChip

(256× 364), DF-90 (448× 478), and synthetic generation based on evolution (240× 320), all

with 500 dpi. FVC2002 uses three different scanners and the SFinGE synthetic generator to

collect fingerprints: Identix TouchView II (388×374), Biometrika FX2000 (296×560), Precise

Biometrics 100 SC (300× 300), and SFinGE v2.51 (288× 384) with a resolution of 500 dpi.

FVC2004 includes the first 100 fingers (800 images) of DB1, DB2, DB3, and DB4. TIF image

format, 256 gray-level, uncompressed image resolution (which may vary slightly depending on

the database), and 500 dpi. SD 302 [30] is a collection of distributions each containing a logical

subset of the images collected for the N2N Fingerprint Challenge. SD 302a for instance only

contains friction ridge imagery in Portable Network Graphics (PNG) encoding generated by

the Challengers. The data collection was taken from 64.7% female participants, 35.0% male

participants, and 0.3% who were not interested in revealing their gender. The labels A-H

correspond to the Challenger types IDEMIA, Advanced Optical Systems, Green Bit, Cornell

University, Jenetric, Touchless Biometric Systems, Undisclosed, and Clarkson University. The

challengers brought their fingerprint capture devices, as well as any computer hardware and

software required for fingerprint capture. Challenger wrote or obtained all software used. The

challengers brought their fingerprint capture devices, as well as any computer hardware and

software required for fingerprint capture. The Challenger obtained all of the software used.

Each Challenger was given no more than 5 minutes with a study participant, for a total of 40

minutes of Challenger collection time. Challengers were required to submit a unique image for

each finger that could be used with a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) fingerprint identification

system. Challengers could capture more than one finger at a time, but all images must depict

only one finger per image. The accuracy of factors is used in this article to evaluate the

performance of a fingerprint classification system using machine learning methods (RF , DT ,

LR, NB, KNN). Table 2 depicts the formulation of metrics formulae.

In general, resize level is an application option to achieve a sustainable result. In this case,

the minimum size level = 5 and the maximum size level = 25. Even resize level 64 produces
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(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 8. Resize level = 5, h = 3 comparative analysis; (a) SD302 accu-

racy (b) SD302 error rate (c) FVC2000 accuracy (d) FVC2000 error rate (e)

FVC2002 accuracy (f) FVC2002 error rate (g) FVC2004 accuracy (h) FVC2004

error rate

the same result as size level 25. As a result, with a large size and a more reliable size of 25,

the output duration is reduced resize level 64. As a result of the analysis, we chose 5 and 25

as resize factors.

Figure 8 represents the results of the classical method and the proposed neutrosophic basic

methods for the obtained hyperparameters. Model selection is based on the consideration of
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Table 2. Metrics

Metrics Formula

Root mean square

√∑n
i=1

(ŷi−yi)2

n

Precision True Positive
True Positive+False Positive

Recall True Positive
True Positive+False Negative

F1-score 2. Precision.Recall
Precision+Recall

Accuracy True Positive+True Negative
True Positive+True Negative+False Positive+False Negative

a high level of accuracy while having a low number of errors. MBNISI and MBSV NISI

perform very well in the SD302 database for the LR algorithm compared to the classical

LR algorithm. MBSV NISI , in particular, outperforms others in terms of accuracy and

error. The proposed KNN method 5% is less than the classical method for SD302 data,

but when considering the error rate, the classical method is extremely large. It indicates that

the reliable comfort is lower, but when considering the MBNIB error rate, it acknowledges

that the accuracy level is higher than that of the classical method. The MBNISI based

DT method performs admirably in terms of accuracy and error values. This indicates that

MBNISI is considered for classification while the DT algorithm uses a smaller image size. For

the NB algorithm, both the self-intensity methods MBNISI and MBSV NISI outperform

the classical NB method, but MBSV NISI has higher error values. While the comparison

of these two methods, the MBNISI method NB algorithm is preferable because of its high

accuracy rate and low error rate, and the MBSV NISI method RF algorithm performs better

than other methods.

In the FVC2000 dataset, proposed self-intensity methods (MBNISI , MBSV NISI) per-

form very well compared to classical NB classification, and the proposed binary methods

(MBNIB, MBSV NIB) perform very well compared to classical DT classification with a

lower error rate. The proposed binary methods (MBNIB,MBSV NIB) perform equally well

in accuracy measures for the RF and KNN algorithms. Based on their error values, the

proposed binary method has a shorter error rate than the classical approach. The proposed

method LR algorithm outperforms the classical LR algorithm for resizing level 5.

The FVC2002 and FVC2004 dataset performs in the same way as the FVC2000 dataset.

Here also proposed MBNISI , MBSV NISI method NB algorithm perform very well com-

pared to classical NB classification, and the proposed binary methods MBNIB, MBSV NIB

perform very well compared to classical DT classification with a lower error rate and the pro-

posed binary methods (MBNIB, MBSV NIB) outperform the RF and KNN algorithms in

terms of accuracy and as well as error rate. The improvement over FVC2000 data is that the
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Table 3. Result of the proposed methods

Resize = 5, h = 3

Data Algorithm Classic method MBNIB MBNISI MBSVNIB MBSVNISI

SD302

LR 83.673±0.056 81.633±0.087 84.694±0.045 81.633±0.087 88.776±0.041
KNN 100.0±0.0 95.918±0.034 90.816±0.055 95.918±0.034 91.837±0.054
DT 93.878±0.008 73.469±0.181 95.918±0.008 73.469±0.181 92.857±0.045
NB 52.041±0.324 75.51±0.132 30.612±0.341 75.51±0.132 33.673±0.342
RF 100.0±0.0 80.612±0.112 98.98±0.002 80.612±0.112 100.0±0.0

FVC2000

LR 87.755±0.176 86.735±0.123 80.612±0.23 86.735±0.123 78.571±0.229
KNN 100.0±0.0 95.918±0.049 100.0±0.0 95.918±0.049 100.0±0.0
DT 87.755±0.1 73.469±0.228 95.918±0.027 73.469±0.228 95.918±0.027
NB 28.571±0.343 81.633±0.174 28.571±0.343 81.633±0.174 28.571±0.343
RF 100.0±0.0 94.898±0.069 100.0±0.0 94.898±0.069 100.0±0.0

FVC2002

LR 88.776±0.08 73.469±0.255 92.857±0.042 73.469±0.255 87.755±0.074
KNN 100.0±0.0 64.286±0.34 100.0±0.0 64.286±0.34 100.0±0.0
DT 93.878±0.029 81.633±0.123 90.816±0.038 81.633±0.123 93.878±0.023
NB 28.571±0.343 69.388±0.311 29.592±0.341 69.388±0.311 34.694±0.306
RF 100.0±0.0 77.551±0.234 100.0±0.0 77.551±0.234 100.0±0.0

FVC2004

LR 88.776±0.08 73.469±0.255 92.857±0.042 73.469±0.255 87.755±0.074
KNN 100.0±0.0 64.286±0.34 100.0±0.0 64.286±0.34 100.0±0.0
DT 93.878±0.029 81.633±0.123 90.816±0.038 81.633±0.123 93.878±0.023
NB 28.571±0.343 69.388±0.311 29.592±0.341 69.388±0.311 34.694±0.306
RF 100.0±0.0 77.551±0.234 100.0±0.0 77.551±0.234 100.0±0.0

Resize = 25, h=3

SD302

LR 95.918±0.031 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0
KNN 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0
DT 92.857±0.016 90.816±0.064 90.816±0.034 90.816±0.064 90.816±0.034
NB 53.061±0.322 96.939±0.016 42.857±0.193 96.939±0.016 50.0±0.175
RF 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0

FVC2000

LR 100.0±0.0 96.939±0.04 97.959±0.039 96.939±0.04 97.959±0.039
KNN 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0
DT 100.0±0.0 85.714±0.121 100.0±0.0 85.714±0.121 100.0±0.0
NB 28.571±0.343 84.694±0.154 52.041±0.283 84.694±0.154 53.061±0.281
RF 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0

FVC2002

LR 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 98.98±0.005
KNN 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0
DT 98.98±0.005 76.531±0.246 94.898±0.021 76.531±0.246 94.898±0.021
NB 35.714±0.335 89.796±0.086 65.306±0.419 89.796±0.086 87.755±0.121
RN 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0

FVC2004

LR 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 98.98±0.005
KNN 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0
DT 98.98±0.005 76.531±0.246 94.898±0.021 76.531±0.246 94.898±0.021
NB 35.714±0.335 89.796±0.086 65.306±0.419 89.796±0.086 87.755±0.121
RF 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0 100.0±0.0
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Figure 9. Resize level = 25, h = 3 comparative analysis; (a) SD302 accu-

racy (b) SD302 error rate (c) FVC2000 accuracy (d) FVC2000 error rate (e)

FVC2002 accuracy (f) FVC2002 error rate (g) FVC2004 accuracy (h) FVC2004

error rate

LR model in FVC2000 is a failure model, whereas it is a successful model here. The sensor

type is the underlying cause of these variations in accuracy; moreover, the article suggests that

the proposed LR model is considerable if the scanner is an analysis factor.

For resize level 25, most of the proposed method algorithms perform similarly to the classic

method algorithm, with the difference being the error rate. From Figure 9 proposal identify
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classical methods outperform the proposed method algorithm in some scenarios. When theNB

algorithm fails on SD302 data, the proposed binary methodsMBNIB andMBSV NIB achieve

a 96% successive model. The traditional LR algorithm achieves successive scores, whereas the

proposed method algorithm achieves the maximum point of the score. KNN accomplishes

the maximum level of the score for FVC2000 data RF . When using the proposed binary

method, NB improves the accuracy level. Except for FVC2000, the other datasets failed the

DT algorithm the proposed DT performs well in FVC2000. The above discussion is based on

Table 3 observations.

The current research scope of the proposed study is limited to the analysis of fingerprint

images. In our study, various data sets were subjected to analysis. The results presented in

this part instill a sense of belief within us. The strategies discussed in the related study mostly

center around deep learning methodologies, as seen by the collective findings. Our primary

objective is to enhance the performance of classical machine learning algorithms through the

utilization of NS. The KNN model, as described, has superior performance compared to

the other models discussed in the related work section. According to Adhinata [11], the

maximum level of the score attainable by the KNN algorithm is 95%. However, the KNN

model presented in this study achieved a perfect score of 100% through the utilization of

machine learning methodologies. One notable benefit is its compatibility with both binary and

self-intensity methodologies. The proposed project effectively implemented the LR and DT

algorithms. In the study conducted by Kumar et al. [17], the best performance achieved was

reported to be 96%. However, our research endeavors led to an enhancement in performance,

resulting in a maximum achievement of 100%. Labati’s [18] proposed NB algorithm achieves

an accuracy rate of 52%. However, via our enhancements, we were able to significantly improve

its performance, resulting in an accuracy rate of 89%. The proposal effectively improves

the performance of machine learning algorithms. The classical technique column in Table 3

presents the methodology used by an ordinary machine learning algorithm.

5. Conclusion

This article proposes four new neutrosophic methods to classify fingerprint images. Further-

more, the hyperparameters is determined in order to classify the supervised algorithm. Our

primary goal is to achieve the classification of fingerprint images without an individual’s assis-

tance. This technique allows researchers to classify fingerprint images for four different datasets

without explicitly parameterizing the images. While low-range algorithms demonstrate LR ac-

curacy of 5%, DT accuracy of 8%, and NB accuracy of 58%, high-range algorithms achieve LR

accuracy of 5% and NB accuracy of 56%. However, alternative proposed method algorithms

achieve higher levels of accuracy with a lower error rate. The proposal makes a significant
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improvement in the classification performance of the images. This technique will support us in

automated, supervised classification in the manner of an AI system. This strategy will be ap-

plied in features to unsupervised and other supervised algorithms as well as, if possible, other

applications. This article claims that the proposed method’s first step will further impact the

field of digital images and accomplish desired aims. In order to decide on pixel values and

attempt to improve performance in the future, there is also a research gap. As part of our

feature work, we will extend this concept to object recognition and other types of image data.
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